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Vote for us! Why? Well look ahead!



Less fossil fuels

You may ask how are we going to do this

Well we are going to stop producing cars that uses gasses 

and oils and we will start producing electric cars only



More bulk food packets in supermarkets

What will this do?

It will stop our rivers,lakes and oceans from being so polluted 

and that will have a large impact on our new zealand sea life 

and the waterways

And that would be great!!!



We will host at least 5 Community planting groups 

per city

We will allocate places for them and we will plant 

varieties of fruit vegetables and flowers our party 

thinks this will be great for new zealand and the 

economy



their life isn't less important than yours



Tax for cutting down trees

If you cut down a tree we will make you 

pay tax because if we don’t have any 

trees we can’t breath and climb them.



Plant new trees

We are going to plant 

new trees so we don’t 
lose air if people are 

going to pay taxes and 

destroy trees.



If you vote for us, your helping us build a better 
future!
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Drive your cars less

You need to drive your cars less because you'll use less petrol to save the animals and 

see animals.But you worry because people are already making electric cars so you'll 

use less petrol. Jet those electric cars can DRIVE THEM SELVES!

← modern day car.  ||Electric cars  

|| (Self-Driving cars)   --->

The Tesla ----->



Pandas are breaking too many branches and there 

are heaps of forest fires so we are giving them new 

homes.





We will have at least 12 trees per 1 kilometer
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We shall 

partner up with 

the 

organisation 

greenpeace 

and stop deep 

sea oil drilling 

to help our 

reefs
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The new tech helps us to build a better future for 

new zealand by making drones and creating less 

oil powered cars and on fridays sending out 

fishermen to get rubbish as well as the drones 



Sea pollution

We are going to let out solar paneled drones with nets that collect rubbish and we 

will also send out fishermen every friday to collect the rubbish that the drones 

cannot reach.
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More tax for the amount of pollution



Keep our rivers clean

Every river will have two river cleaning machines



All homes will have solar panels by 2030





Vote freedom today

freedom



Party vote

For the vote!






